Archbishop's computer contained over 100,000 child porn files

As a member of the clergy, Archbishop Wesolowski had been in the public eye, serving as papal nuncio in Santo Domingo. His case, however, took a dark turn when he was found with a laptop containing an extensive collection of child pornography. This discovery came during an investigation into claims of sexual abuse made against him.

Vatican detectives were shocked to find on a laptop Wesolowski used during his trips abroad over 100,000 child pornographic photos. They were methodically archived in his computer, including around 160 child pornographic photos which were methodically archived in himself and on adults, and more than 86,000 on the former Archbishop's computer included around 160.

The records show that he was a collector of child pornography, with files saved on his computer from the mid-1990s until shortly before his arrest in 2014. The investigation revealed that Wesolowski had been using his computer to download and store child pornography while serving in his diplomatic role.

Wesolowski's case has sparked a broader discussion about the Church's handling of sexual abuse allegations, particularly in light of the ongoing scandal surrounding Cardinal Theodore McCarrick. The Vatican has faced criticism for its failure to properly investigate and prosecute cases of sexual abuse by clergy, and Wesolowski's arrest has added to public calls for greater accountability.

The case of Archbishop Wesolowski is one of the highest-ranking church officials to be found guilty of sexual abuse, and his trial is expected to start in January. Authorities in the Dominican Republic have been hoping to avoid an embarrassing public prosecution, and Wesolowski is also calling for his extradition.

The former Archbishop's computer also contained records of his travels, which were deleted, while even more child pornography was found on a laptop Wesolowski used during his trips abroad.

Theological debates about the nature of sin and redemption, as well as the role of the Church in addressing sexual abuse, continue to be a central concern in the wake of Wesolowski's arrest. The case highlights the ongoing struggle within the Catholic Church to balance its tradition of secrecy and authority with the need for transparency and accountability.

The legal battle over Wesolowski's extradition to the United States is ongoing, with authorities in the Dominican Republic hoping to avoid an embarrassing public prosecution. The Vatican has expressed a desire to avoid criminal prosecution there and is now working to extradite Wesolowski to the United States, where he faces trial.

In the wake of Wesolowski's arrest, there has been increased scrutiny of the Church's handling of sexual abuse allegations. The case has sparked calls for greater transparency and accountability within the Church, and has raised important questions about the role of the Church in addressing sexual abuse.
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If all the evidence presented are true and correct and he gets convicted, 12 years is a gift for a pedophile child rapist. That scumbag should be locked up for life in single confinement!!!